Technique Evaluation Form

Student_______________________Semester/Year_______________
Course_______________________Instructor______________

I. ABILITY: TECHNICAL - 40% (Placement/alignment; strength; flexibility; use of arms; use of upper body, use of legs; connectedness of upper/lower; off-center work; physical stamina; elevations)

II. ABILITY: ARTISTIC - 40% (Rhythm/musicality; qualitative aspects of movement/dynamics; spatial clarity and use; projection/performance/presence; ability to pick up combinations)

III. EFFORT, ATTITUDE, AND IMPROVEMENT--20% (Consistent constructive energy, concentration and work habits; willingness and ability to apply and retain corrections; risk taking; ability to demonstrate a physical understanding of the instructor's style and to give oneself over to that particular style; assuming responsibility for contributing positively to the working atmosphere of the class).

GRADE_______
ABSENCES_________
FINAL GRADE (after absences)_________